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A Method of the Variable Transformation fOr the Time Series Analysis

            Ken'ichi MoRI" and Toshirou KURoZAwA*"

                    (Recieved June 15, 1985)

   The transformation of time series is considered fOr the minimization 6f the fitted

ARIMA model. An AIC criterion is developed for estimating the optimum model size,

transformation parameter N and ARIMA model parameters, jointly. This criterion
evaluates the badness of fitted model and consists of twice of sum of a negative like-

1ihood and number of rnodel parameters. Use of the AIC criterion is illustrated in

analysing the sunspot number and the seasonal bank deposits time series.

'

                           1. Introduction
                                                               '   ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average) model has been widely used as the basic

model for time series forecasting, which explains the correlation between serial error

terms. In addition, Box and Jenkinsi) has proposed a little more extended ARIMA

model which resolves some kind of the nonstationarity by differencing the original time

   One of the problems in estimation of time series model is the derivation of

minimum sufficient order model to describe the treated data. This is sometimes called

the principle of parsimony. In this study, an application of a method of transfbrmation

of data is considered to attain the minimum size model. The power transformation

method proposed by Box and Cox2) is used to this object. This one contains the wide

variety of transformation class, including the square and the square root transformation

and is porved to be efficient for the transformation of the object variable in regres-

sion analysis2). Ansley and others3) has studied its application to the time series

analysis. But they used the maximization of the likelihood function as the evaluation

criterion and didn't take the size of model highly into account.

   On the other hand, the estirnation criterion considering both size and fitting has

been proposed by Akaike4)'6). This one is called AIC and consisted of the sum of

1ikelihood and number of parameters. This criterion has been shown efflcient in many

types of estimation problems. We propose a model estimation method based on AIC to

get the transformed time series model with minimum sufficient order. Using ti}is

method, two examples from real situations are estimated to show thg efficiency.

   Let Jvt be

defined as

        (h) -      zt

2. The Formulation of The Time Series Transformation

a time series value at time t, its Box-Cox power transformation zt(X) is

 ty}- 1) / X

{
 ltIYt

(X l O)

(x-o)

 *
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where X is power transformation parameter and some noted cases are non-transforma-

tion (X = 1), a square root (X = O.5) and a reciprocal (X'= -1). ARIMA (p, d,q) model is

glven as

       ¢(B) wt=e (B) a, (1)
wh.ere B is the backward shift operator defined by Byt = yt"i , wt the dth diffbrenced

serles

       wt == (1 - B) dzt(X) =vdzt(X)

and at is a sequence of mutually independent identically distributed random variable

following N(O, o.2). Also, in Eq. (1), ¢(B) and e(B) are autoregressive and moving

average operators defined as

       ip (B) = 1-ipiB-¢2B2 - ･････ -¢pBP

       e (B) = 1-eiB-e2B2- ･････ -eqBq

respectively. For this model, the problem is reduced to the estimation of transformed

ARIMA model which minimize AIC criterion.

   The LF (Likelihood Function) for the transformed ARIMA model is

       L,=(2"o.2)-"n M. '/2exp(-S/2aZ)

where

       S=S (o,e, X, o.2)

        =,.Zee-..E[a, z(X),e,e,X]2 , (2)
                            '                                                   '
is an estimation error sum of square and o.2MIi a variance-covariance matrix ofzt(X).

The LF for original seriesyt, (t= 1, 2, ..., n) is defined as

       Ly = (2Tu.2 )-2/" Mh '/2 exp (-sy2oZ )J

where J is a Jacobian of transformation estimated as

       J=,.ft, g'ZilK) =,ij, y}-i .

The logarithmic LF is also defined as

       L=--:- ln2 -g in oZ +-ll- in M. - S12a.2 + ln J. '(3)

                                           '
Generally,'

S-ln IMh l is so smal1 compared with S72o.2 that this terrn can be neglected

from Eq. (3) and LF is reduced to
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      L= const --g- in oZ -s72oZ +ln J. (4)
                                                           '
From Eq. (4), an estimate of oZ is derived as ML (Maximum Likelihood) solution syn,

and LF becomes

       L=const. --ll- lns+ lnJ. (s)
   Considering the ML value L (P), AIC criterion is given by

      AIC=-2inL(P)+2m (6)
where P is ML solution of the model parameters P and m the number of parameters.6)

As is usual, this AIC gives the badness of the estimated model and value of AIC decrease

as LF become larger and m smaller. So, AIC has to be minimized to estimate the best

model.

   For this formulation,P = (¢,e, X, oZ) and substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), the AIC

of transformed ARIMA (p, d, q) model becomes

       AIC =n ln S- 21n J+2 (p +q + 1)

                  n          =n ln (syJ2)+2 (p +q+ 1) (7)
discarding the constant terms. Finally, the AIC optimum model estimation problem is

reduced to the simultaneous estimation of its order and parametersP.

                 3. Estimation of The Actual Time Series

   By substituting at=e"(B)¢(B)wt from Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), sum of square of

estimation error becomes

       S(e,e X)=,.S..[e-'(B)¢(B)wt z("),o,e,x]l (s)

A procedure for the estimation is given in the next three steps:

Step 1) Identify the' possible models by autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation

functions;

Step 2) Estimate the parameters (6, i X) which minirnize Eq. (8), and the correspond-

ing AIC values. ;

Step 3) Repeat the procedure of step 2 for all possible models and select the best one

which minimizes AIC criterion.

3.1 , Estimation for AR(p) model

   As a special case of ARIMA model, the estimation of AR(p) model is considered.

Because of the 1inear relation among parameters, the estiniates are obtained easily by

least square method. For a given X, the sum of square of estimation error is defined as
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       S(QIX) == ,.gi [wt- ¢o -¢iwt-i-･･････- ¢p wt-p]2

by putting e(B) = 1 in Eq, (8). The estimates 6 which minimize this S(¢lX) are obtained

as

       6= (vv'w)-i w'A

where Q, w, A are respectively

          ¢o
                       IWp 1,V! Wp+1
          ¢i

                       ---                                                 '
           .       e= w=.. . A=.
           .
                       -i-                                                 .
           .

          ¢p , IWn-1 Wn-p , Wn
As 6 depend on X through w, LF can be considered to depend only on X and p. So AIC

ls glven as

       AIc (x) =n in [s (6lx)/.I2/"]+2 (p +1) . (g)

Thus, the AIC optimum transformed AR model is estimated from Eq. (9) by minimiz-

ing it about X and p. Actually, this estimation is made by numerical method and follow-

ing Steps 1) to 3).

   For one example of this estimation, the time series of sun spot number from 1770

to 1869 shown in Fig. 1 is fitted to the transformed AR(p) model. In non-transforma-

tion case (X= 1), this series is identified as AR(2) or AR(3) model. AIC criterion is

estimated as in Table 1 for these models, and AR(3) is selected to be alittle bit better

than AR(2). The estimated equation is

                      Table 1 . AIC for AR(p) models

P Error Var. AIC

2

3

227.500

219.314

548.715

547.050

      y, == 13.322+1.553y,-i -1.007ytm2 +O.208yt-3+at . (10)

   For transformed case, we tentatively assume the AR(1) - AR(5) models as the

candidates for the optimum one. The estimates of X's and corresponding AIC's are listed

in Table 2. From this result, the optimal model is estimated as AR(2) which minirnizes

AIC and gives X = O.43. In this case, ,the estimated model is

       z,(X)=2.962+1.419z9E]li-O.708zSl]lz+at . (11)
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Table 2.

    40 50 60 70 80
       Year

. Yearly sun spot numbers data

 AIC of transformation for AR(p)

90 100

p x L(A) AIC

1

2

3

4

5

e23

O.43

O.47

O.48

O.48

-288.550

-255.821

-255.224

-255.061

-254.888

583.100

519.642

520.449

522.122

523.775

.This model of Eq. (11) is shown to give not only minimum AIC value but also better

satisfy the conditions assumed for at, i.e., i) independency, li) normality and iii) equi-

vanance.
   When we use the LF criterion, the higher order model (with larger p) gives better fit

to data as is shown in Table 2. But the higher model brings about more complexity and

difficulty in the estimation and iniplementation.

3.2. Seasonalitymodel

   The another time series example for model estimation is the bank deposit in West
Germany5) illustrated in Fig.･2. This series consists of 72 terms which are taken

quarterly from 1957 to 1974 and has the steep trend and seasonality of 1 year cycle.

The seasonal ARIMA model is called ARIMA (p, d, q) ×･(P, D, Q), and defined as

       ¢ B) ¢ (BS)vdvgez9) = e B) o (BS) a,
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where ¢ (BS) and e (B') are respectively,Pth order autoregressive and Qth order moving

average inodel associated with seasonality of cycle length s defined as

tp,(BS) = l -tpiBS- tp2B2S- ･ . - ¢pBPS

o (Bs) =1 -eiBs- e2B2S- ･･- eeBeS .

s takes 12 for monthly data, 4 for quarterly and so on. For time series of Fig. 2,

sible models are IMA (O, 1, 1) × (O, 1, 1)4 and IMA (O, 1, 1) × (O, 2, 1)4 whic

have the autoregressive term. These models are written respectively as

the pos-

h do not

(1 -B) (1 -B`)z9) =

(1 - B) (1 - B` )2z9) =

(1 - eB) (1 -eB4)a,

(1 - eB) (1 -eB4)a, .

   So, the three parameters e, e, X are needed to be estimated. The data sets used for

the estimation are classified as follows;

(A) the latter 36 of 72 terms, (B) the latest 12 of 72 terms, (C) the latter 36 of 64

terms from 1957 to 1972 and (D) the latest 12 of 64 terms. The estimation results are

given in Fig. 3 and 4. For IMA(O, 1, 1)X (O, 1, 1)4 model, we get the estimatese

= O.6 and e= -O.1. But the optimal estimates of the transformation parameter X is dif
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ferent for each data which gives the minimum AIC. The optimal values of X are O.4 for

A series, 1 for B, O.8 for C and 1.2 for D. This fact shows that the difference in estima-

tion time point could give the different parameter estimates even for the same time

series.

   The estimation for the IMA (O, 1, 2) × (O, 2, 1)4 model is summerized in Fig. 5,
The estimates for this series is e = O.75, e= -O.1, but the transformation parameter X is

estimated as different fbr A and C time series, that is, X = O, log transformation for

series A and X = 1 non transformation for series C.
             ,
   The relation between AIC and transformation pararneter X is given in Fig. 6 for fitt-

ing of non seasonal IMA (O, 2, 2) model

      (1 - B)2z9L) =(1 - e!B - e2B2)at

to this series. For this model, X= 1 is shown to be the optimal one and estimates of ei's

are ei =O.8 and e2 =O.Ol. But, AIC of this estimate is bigger than that of the season-

able model for any X. This fact shows that this model is not so well fitted for this time

series.

   The estimation results reveal that IMA (O, 1, 1) × (O, 1, 1)4 model gives the best fit

to this time series from AIC point of view.
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                             4. Conclusion

   The estimation based on LF or least square method can determine the best fitted

model, when the order of model is given. In these methods, the higher order model gives

the better fit. But the smaller model is desirable for the practical use. These requests

contradict each other.

   This contradiction is resolved by AIC criterion and data transformation.Concretely,

AIC consists of linear combination of LF and order ofmodel, and presents the badness

of model to be minimized. In this paper, we propose an AIC method which also take the

transformation into account. The proposed estimation method is proved to provide

good results in the estimation of two practical time series.
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